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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
DISTRICT OF MASSACHUSETTS

 
 

NOTICE OF PENDENCY OF CLASS ACTIONS, PROPOSED CLASS 
SETTLEMENT, SETTLEMENT HEARING, PLAN OF ALLOCATION, AND ANY 

MOTION FOR ATTORNEYS’ FEES, LITIGATION EXPENSES, AND SERVICE AWARDS 

A U.S. Federal Court authorized this Notice. This is not a solicitation from a lawyer. 

You Are Receiving this Notice Because Available Information 
Indicates that You Are a Member of the Settlement Class Defined Below. 

If this Is Incorrect, Please Contact the Claims Administrator and Lead Counsel Immediately. 

This notice (“Notice”) is being sent to advise you of the pendency of the above-captioned class action lawsuits 
(collectively, the “Class Actions”) and the proposed settlement of the Class Actions for $300,000,000 (the “Class 
Settlement Amount”) on the terms discussed below (the “Class Settlement”).1 The Class Settlement resolves claims 
arising from the alleged unfair and deceptive practice of State Street Bank and Trust Company (“SSBT”) of charging 
custody and trust customers of SSBT excessive rates and spreads in connection with certain foreign exchange transactions 
known as “Indirect FX Transactions”2 during the period from January 2, 1998 through December 31, 2009, inclusive (the 
“Class Period”), in violation of SSBT’s statutory, contractual, and fiduciary obligations. The Class Actions sought to 
recover losses on behalf of SSBT’s custodial clients based on this alleged unfair and deceptive practice. If approved, the 
Class Settlement will resolve all claims asserted in the Class Actions. 

The Class Settlement is entered into by and among (i) plaintiffs Arkansas Teacher Retirement System (“ARTRS”), Arnold 
Henriquez, Michael T. Cohn, William R. Taylor, Richard A. Sutherland, The Andover Companies Employees Savings 
and Profit Sharing Plan, and James Pehoushek-Stangeland (collectively, “Plaintiffs”), on behalf of themselves and each 
Settlement Class Member, by and through their counsel, and (ii) State Street Bank and Trust Company (the “Settling 
Defendant” or “SSBT”). Plaintiffs and SSBT are referred to collectively herein as the “Parties.” 

The Honorable Mark L. Wolf of the United States District Court for the District of Massachusetts (the “Court”) is 
presiding over the Class Actions. Judge Wolf has provisionally certified the proposed Settlement Class (as defined below) 
for purposes of settlement only, has directed that this Notice be mailed to members of the Settlement Class, and has 
scheduled a Final Approval Hearing (“Final Approval Hearing” or “Settlement Hearing”) at which the Court will consider 
Plaintiffs’ motion for final approval of the Class Settlement and approval of the proposed plan for allocating the 
settlement proceeds to the Settlement Class (“Plan of Allocation”), and Lead Counsel’s motion, on behalf of ERISA 
Counsel and Customer Counsel, for an award of attorneys’ fees, payment of Litigation Expenses, and payment of any 
Service Awards for Plaintiffs. The Final Approval Hearing will be held on November 2, 2016, at 2:00 p.m. in 
Courtroom 10 of the John Joseph Moakley United States Courthouse, 1 Courthouse Way, Boston, Massachusetts 

                                                 
1 All capitalized terms used in this Notice that are not otherwise defined herein have the meanings provided in the 

Stipulation and Agreement of Settlement, dated as of July 26, 2016 (the “Settlement Agreement”).  The Settlement Agreement 
is available on the website for this Settlement, www.StateStreetIndirectFXClassSettlement.com. 

2 “Indirect FX Transactions/Trading” means Foreign exchange transactions executed with SSBT or SSBT’s subcustodians 
at any time using Indirect FX Methods, including all foreign exchange transactions submitted using Indirect Methods.  A 
transaction submitted or processed using an Indirect Method is an Indirect FX Transaction regardless whether the rate at which 
the transaction was executed differed from the rates at which other transactions submitted using Indirect Methods were 
executed.  Settlement Agreement ¶ 1(ff). 
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02210. The Class Settlement will become effective once it reaches its “Effective Date,” which is after the opportunity to 
appeal the Court’s Judgment has expired or, if there are any appeals, approval of the Class Settlement is upheld; after the 
Court approves the proposed Plan of Allocation and the order has become Final; and certain other conditions are met. 

Additional information regarding the Class Settlement and this Notice may be obtained by contacting the Claims 
Administrator: State Street Indirect FX Trading Class Action, c/o A.B. Data, Ltd., P.O. Box 173000, Milwaukee, WI 
53217, 877-240-3540, info@StateStreetIndirectFXClassSettlement.com, www.StateStreetIndirectFXClassSettlement.com; 
or Lead Counsel: Labaton Sucharow LLP, (888) 219-6877, www.labaton.com, settlementquestions@labaton.com.  

DO NOT CALL THE COURT WITH QUESTIONS ABOUT THE CLASS SETTLEMENT. 

PLEASE READ THIS NOTICE CAREFULLY AND COMPLETELY. IF YOU ARE A 
MEMBER OF THE SETTLEMENT CLASS, YOUR LEGAL RIGHTS ARE 

AFFECTED WHETHER YOU ACT OR DO NOT ACT.  

YOUR LEGAL RIGHTS AND OPTIONS UNDER THE CLASS SETTLEMENT 

YOU DO NOT NEED TO TAKE ANY 
ACTION TO PARTICIPATE IN THE 
CLASS SETTLEMENT AND 
RECEIVE A PAYMENT 
 
(If you represent a Group Trust,3 see 
pages 10-11 below.) 

If the Class Settlement is approved and you are a member of the 
Settlement Class, you do not need to take any action to receive a payment. 
You will be bound by the settlement, unless you take steps to exclude 
yourself as explained below, and you cannot bring or be part of any other 
lawsuit or arbitration against Defendants or any of the other Released 
Defendant Parties based on any Released Class Claim. 
 

Your portion of the Net Class Settlement Fund will be calculated as part of 
the administration of the Class Settlement. An explanation of the manner 
in which payments to Settlement Class Members will be determined is set 
forth in the Plan of Allocation, below. However, Group Trusts, which may 
include plans or assets governed by the Employee Retirement Income 
Security Act of 1974 (“ERISA”), need to provide certain information so 
that their recovery can be properly determined. SSBT has agreed to 
undertake reasonable efforts to provide the information necessary to 
determine each Settlement Class Member’s portion of the Net Class 
Settlement Fund.  See the Plan of Allocation in the answer to Question 8 
below for important information. 
 

EXCLUDE YOURSELF FROM THE 
SETTLEMENT CLASS BY 
SUBMITTING A WRITTEN 
REQUEST FOR EXCLUSION 
(WHICH MUST BE RECEIVED NO 
LATER THAN OCTOBER 7, 2016) 

If you do not wish to be a member of the Settlement Class, you must 
exclude yourself (as described below in Question 10).  If you exclude 
yourself, you will not receive any payment from the Class Settlement. You 
cannot bring or be part of any other lawsuit or arbitration against 
Defendants or any of the other Released Defendant Parties based on any 
Released Class Claim unless you exclude yourself from the Settlement 
Class. 

OBJECT TO THE CLASS 
SETTLEMENT BY SUBMITTING A 
WRITTEN OBJECTION (WHICH 
MUST BE RECEIVED NO LATER 
THAN OCTOBER 7, 2016) 

If you wish to object to any part of the Class Settlement, the Plan of 
Allocation, or the requests for attorneys’ fees, Litigation Expenses, and/or 
Service Awards, and do not exclude yourself from the Settlement Class, 
you can write to the Court and counsel and explain what you do not agree 
with. 

ATTEND THE FINAL APPROVAL 
HEARING (NOVEMBER 2, 2016 AT 
2:00 p.m.) 

If you have submitted a written objection to the Court and counsel and 
notice to appear, as explained below, you may (but do not have to) attend 
the hearing and speak to the Court about your objection. 

 
Please note: The Court has the authority to change any of the above deadlines, for good cause shown. 

                                                 
3 “Group Trusts” are group trusts that are exempt from tax pursuant to Internal Revenue Service Revenue Ruling 81-100, 

as amended, that were custody or trust customers of SSBT during any part of the Class Period. See Settlement Agreement  
¶ 1(bb). 
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SUMMARY OF THE CLASS SETTLEMENT 

As described in more detail below, and in the complaints filed with the Court, the Class Actions allege that Plaintiffs (or 
the plans they represent) and/or their investment managers entered into agreements authorizing Defendants to engage in 
Indirect FX Transactions with their custodial accounts under certain circumstances. Plaintiffs alleged that SSBT priced 
Indirect FX Transactions in a manner advantageous to Defendants and disadvantageous to Plaintiffs, near or outside the 
high and low of the daily range of interbank rates, contrary to SSBT’s contractual obligations and representations and 
Defendants’ fiduciary and statutory responsibilities.  Copies of the operative complaints in the Class Actions are available 
at www.StateStreetIndirectFXClassSettlement.com. 

Pursuant to the Settlement Agreement, a Class Settlement Fund consisting of $300 million in cash, plus any accrued 
interest, has been established, in exchange for the Settlement Class’s release of the Released Class Claims (defined 
below).  Payment by or on behalf of SSBT of the $300 million Class Settlement Amount, and the allocations discussed 
below in the Plan of Allocation, will also satisfy conditions in two separate settlements with federal government 
agencies.4 SSBT anticipates reaching a settlement with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (“SEC”) 
concerning Indirect FX that relates to Settlement Class Members that are Registered Investment Companies (the “SEC 
Settlement”).5 SSBT has also reached a settlement with the U.S. Department of Labor (“DOL”) concerning Indirect FX 
that relates to Settlement Class Members that are ERISA Plans (the “DOL Settlement”).6 

Based on information provided by SSBT, the average gross recovery for a class member from the Class Settlement is 
approximately $200,000 before the deduction of Court-approved fees and expenses. A Settlement Class Member’s actual 
“Recognized Claim” will be calculated in accordance with the Plan of Allocation, explained below, and will depend on, 
among other things, the Settlement Class Member’s volume of Indirect FX Transactions, and whether or not the 
Settlement Class Member is an ERISA Plan, a Group Trust, a Registered Investment Company, or none of these.  A 
Settlement Class Member’s payment will be a portion of the Net Class Settlement Fund, which consists of the Class 
Settlement Fund, less fees and expenses associated with providing notice to the Settlement Class and administering the 
Class Settlement (“Notice and Administration Expenses”), Taxes and Tax Expenses, Court-approved attorneys’ fees, 
Litigation Expenses, and any Service Awards to Plaintiffs for the effort and time spent by them in connection with the 
prosecution of the Class Actions.  (See Questions 6 and 8 below for details about the Plan of Allocation). 

The Settlement Class is defined as follows: 

All custody and trust customers of SSBT (including customers for which SSBT 
served as directed trustee, ERISA Plans, and Group Trusts), reflected in SSBT’s 
records as having a United States tax address at any time during the period from 
January 2, 1998 through December 31, 2009, inclusive, and that executed one or 
more Indirect FX Transactions with SSBT and/or its subcustodians during the 
period from January 2, 1998 through December 31, 2009, inclusive.   

Please Note: There are exceptions to being included in the Settlement Class. A description of those Persons excluded by 
definition from the Settlement Class is provided below in Question 4. 

As with any litigation, the Parties face an uncertain outcome if the Class Actions do not settle and litigation continues. 
Absent the Class Settlement, orders and appeals on class certification, summary judgment and a trial could result in a 
judgment or verdict greater or less than the recovery under the Class Settlement, or no recovery at all. Throughout the 
Class Actions, the Plaintiffs and Defendants have disagreed on both liability and damages, and they do not agree on the 
amount that would be recoverable even if the Plaintiffs were to prevail at trial. Defendants, among other things: (1) have 

                                                 
4 SSBT has separately reached a settlement with the U.S. Department of Justice (“DOJ”) concerning Indirect FX (the 

“DOJ Settlement”). The DOJ Settlement requires SSBT to pay money to the federal government.  
5 “Registered Investment Company(ies)” means a mutual fund, closed-end fund, unit investment trust or other entity 

that is registered with the SEC as an investment company under the Investment Company Act.  Settlement Agreement  
¶ 1(ww). 

6 “ERISA Plans” means the employee benefit plans as defined in 29 U.S.C. § 1002(3) (also referred to as Section 
3(3) of ERISA), that are subject to Part 4 of Subtitle B of Title I of ERISA (including master trusts with respect to 
multiple such plans within the meaning of Department of Labor Regulation § 2520.103-1(e)), and that were custody or 
trust customers of SSBT during any part of the Class Period. Settlement Agreement ¶ 1(w). 
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denied the material allegations of the complaints; (2) have denied any wrongdoing or liability whatsoever; (3) have 
contested the propriety of class certification; (4) believe that they acted at all times reasonably and prudently, in full 
compliance with their contractual obligations, and in accordance with applicable law; and (5) would assert certain other 
defenses if this Class Settlement is not consummated.  SSBT is entering into the Class Settlement solely to avoid the cost, 
disruption, and uncertainty of continued litigation. The Parties have taken into account the uncertainty and risks inherent 
in these litigations, particularly their complex natures, and have concluded that it is desirable that the Class Actions be 
fully and finally settled on the terms and conditions set forth in the Class Settlement. 

Lead Counsel, on behalf of ERISA Counsel and Customer Counsel, will apply to the Court for an order awarding 
attorneys’ fees in an amount not to exceed $74,541,250.00 and payment of Litigation Expenses in an amount not to 
exceed $1,750,000.00, plus interest earned on these amounts.  As explained further in the Plan of Allocation set forth in 
Question 8 below, no more than $10,900,000.00 of the attorneys’ fees awarded will be paid out of the ERISA Settlement 
Allocation (as defined below).  The remainder of attorneys’ fees awarded will be paid out from the RIC Settlement 
Allocation and the Public and Other Settlement Allocation (both as defined below).  If the Court awards attorneys’ fees at 
an overall percentage rate of more than 18.17%, the RIC Settlement Allocation and the Public and Other Settlement 
Allocation will each bear fees at a higher percentage rate than the ERISA Settlement Allocation.  If the Court awards 
attorneys’ fees at an overall percentage rate of 18.17% or less, the three Settlement Allocations (ERISA, RIC, and Public 
and Other) will each bear fees at the same rate. 
 
Plaintiffs will share in the allocation of the money paid to members of the Settlement Class on the same basis and to the 
same extent as all other members of the Settlement Class, except that, in addition thereto, Plaintiffs may apply to the 
Court for Service Awards of up to $85,000.00 in the aggregate. Any Service Awards granted to Plaintiffs by the Court 
will be payable from the Class Settlement Fund, and will compensate Plaintiffs for their effort and time spent in 
connection with the prosecution of the Class Actions. 

BASIC INFORMATION 

1. Why did I receive this Notice? 

You received this Notice because records provided by SSBT indicate that during the Class Period you were a domestic 
custody customer of SSBT that executed one or more Indirect FX Transactions during the Class Period. The Court has 
directed that this Notice be sent to you. If the Court approves the Class Settlement, and it becomes effective, the Released 
Defendant Parties and Released Plaintiff Parties will be released from all Released Class Claims and Released Prosecution 
Claims, respectively, as explained below.  In exchange, the Net Class Settlement Fund will be distributed to Settlement 
Class Members according to the Court-approved Plan of Allocation. 

This Notice explains the Class Actions, the Class Settlement, your legal rights, what benefits are available, who is eligible 
for them, and how you will receive your portion of the Net Class Settlement Fund. The Final Approval Hearing will be 
held on November 2, 2016 at 2:00 p.m., before the Hon. Mark L. Wolf in the United States District Court for the District 
of Massachusetts, John Joseph Moakley United States Courthouse, Courtroom 10, 1 Courthouse Way, Boston, 
Massachusetts 02210, to determine: 

• whether the Class Settlement should be approved as fair, reasonable, and adequate; 
 

• whether the complaints should be dismissed with prejudice pursuant to the terms of the Class 
Settlement; 
 

• whether the proposed Plan of Allocation for the proceeds of the Class Settlement should be 
approved; and 

 
• whether the applications for attorneys’ fees, payment of Litigation Expenses, and payment of 

Service Awards to Plaintiffs should be approved. 
 
The issuance of this Notice is not an expression of the Court’s opinion of the merits of any claim in the Class Actions, and 
the Court has not decided whether to approve the Class Settlement. If the Court approves the Class Settlement, payment to 
Settlement Class Members will be made after all related appeals, if any, are favorably resolved and the regulatory 
settlements have become final. Please be patient. 
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2. What are the Class Actions about? What has happened so far? 

 
The Class Actions were commenced in 2011 and 2012 by the filing of three class action complaints.  In the Class Actions, 
Plaintiffs allege, among other things, that Defendants charged custody and trust customers of SSBT excessive rates and 
spreads in connection with Indirect FX Transactions between January 2, 1998 and December 31, 2009.  Plaintiffs allege 
that by employing this unfair and deceptive practice, Defendants earned higher spreads on Indirect FX Transactions than 
they should have. Further, Plaintiffs allege that Defendants failed to disclose this pricing.  Plaintiffs assert that this alleged 
unfair and deceptive practice and nondisclosure thereof constituted violations of the Massachusetts Consumer Protection 
Act, Mass. Gen. Laws Ch. 93A, §§ 2, 9 and 11 (“Chapter 93A”), breach of an alleged fiduciary duty, and negligent 
misrepresentation, and, with respect to the ERISA Funds, violations of ERISA, 29 U.S.C. § 1106, for engaging in self-
interested prohibited transactions and by causing the plans to engage in party in interest prohibited transactions, violations 
of ERISA, 29 U.S.C. § 1104, for breaching duties of prudence and loyalty, and pursuant to ERISA, 29 U.S.C. § 1105, 
liability for breaches of co-fiduciary obligations. 
 
Defendants have denied Plaintiffs’ allegations. If the Class Actions were to continue, Defendants would raise numerous 
defenses to liability, including without limitation: 

• Defendants acted in accordance with the custody and trust and Indirect FX agreements and 
did not breach them. 

 
• Defendants either did not owe fiduciary duties or did not breach fiduciary duties owed to 

certain Settlement Class Members based on state law and the plain language of the 
agreements that governed Defendants’ custodial obligations.  
 

• Defendants made no actionable misrepresentations or omissions, and did not engage in any 
Chapter 93A violations.  
 

• All of the FX transactions executed with ERISA customers satisfy statutory or regulatory 
exemptions for FX transactions.  
  

• Plaintiffs and the Settlement Class knew, or should have known, that Defendants were 
engaged in the Indirect FX pricing practice alleged in the Complaints.  
 

• Plaintiffs and the Settlement Class were not damaged by Defendants’ conduct and received 
the benefit of the bargain for the services that were provided. 

On June 3, 2011, Defendants State Street Corporation, SSBT, and SSGM LLC moved to dismiss the amended class action 
complaint in the ARTRS Action.  The motion to dismiss was fully briefed as of February 28, 2012.  On April 9, 2012, 
SSBT and SSGM LLC moved to dismiss the amended class action complaint in the Henriquez Action. 
 
On May 8, 2012, the Court heard oral argument on Defendants’ motion to dismiss the ARTRS Action.  By order issued 
from the bench dated the same day, the Court denied the motion in its entirety with regard to the claims against SSBT, but 
granted the motion with respect to the claims against State Street Corporation.  By agreement of the parties, the claims 
against SSGM LLC were dismissed without prejudice.    
 
On November 16, 2012, the Parties in the Class Actions filed a Stipulation, Joint Motion, and Proposed Order for the 
Production and Exchange of Confidential Information, which the Court entered on November 20, 2012.  Pursuant to the 
order, the Class Actions were consolidated for pre-trial purposes.  Additionally, the order provided that the Parties could 
engage in formal document discovery until December 1, 2013.  The Class Actions were stayed in all other respects until 
December 1, 2013 and certain motions were withdrawn. At the Parties’ request, the stay of proceedings, other than 
discovery, was subsequently extended by orders of the Court, while the Parties pursued mediation.  
 
The Class Settlement is the product of protracted, arm’s-length negotiations between Plaintiffs’ Counsel and Defendants’ 
Counsel, facilitated by a nationally recognized mediator with substantial experience mediating complex litigations of this 
type.  Between October 2012 and June 2015, the Parties engaged in sixteen (16) in-person mediation sessions in Boston, 
New York City, and Washington, D.C.  In addition, the Parties met without the mediator and had numerous arm’s-length 
discussions among themselves. 
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Pursuant to agreements concerning the exchange of formal document discovery, informal material to facilitate the 
mediation process, and managing the Class Actions, the Parties exchanged more than nine million pages of relevant 
documents.  SSBT also provided a significant amount of data and other information relevant to liability, class certification 
and damages issues, and Plaintiffs and SSBT each made multiple, detailed presentations (including a presentation by an 
accounting expert) during the mediation process concerning such issues.  

On June 30, 2015, Plaintiffs and SSBT reached an agreement-in-principle to settle the Class Actions, which was 
memorialized in a term sheet on September 11, 2015, and the Settlement Agreement, dated July 26, 2016.   

3. Why is this case a class action? 

In a class action, one or more individuals or entities, referred to as “Plaintiffs,” sue on behalf of others who have similar 
claims. All of the Persons on whose behalf Plaintiffs in the Class Actions are suing are members of the “class” referred to 
in this Notice, and are “Settlement Class Members” or “members of the Settlement Class.” Bringing a case as a class 
action allows the adjudication of many similar claims that might be economically too small to bring individually.  One 
court resolves the issues for all class members, except for those who exclude themselves from the class.  The Court will 
decide whether to finally certify the Settlement Class at the Final Approval Hearing. 

4. How do I know whether I am part of the Settlement Class? 

The Court has provisionally certified the following Settlement Class: 

All custody and trust customers of SSBT (including customers for which SSBT 
served as directed trustee, ERISA Plans, and Group Trusts), reflected in SSBT’s 
records as having a United States tax address at any time during the period from 
January 2, 1998 through December 31, 2009, inclusive, and that executed one or 
more Indirect FX Transactions with SSBT and/or its subcustodians during the 
period from January 2, 1998 through December 31, 2009, inclusive.   

The “Settlement Class” does not include: Defendants; California Public Employees’ Retirement System (CalPERS), 
California State Teachers’ Retirement System (CalSTRS), and the State of Washington Investment Board; the 
predecessors and affiliates of the foregoing, or any entity in which they have a controlling interest; and the officers, 
directors, legal representatives, heirs, successors, subsidiaries and/or assigns of any such excluded individual or entity in 
their capacities as such.  For the avoidance of doubt, the Parties have agreed that this definition of the “Settlement Class” 
is intended to supersede the class definitions in the complaints in the Class Actions. 
 
The “Settlement Class” also does not include any Person who submits a timely and valid request for exclusion meeting the 
requirements in this Notice (see Question 10 below).  
 
If you are not sure whether you are included, you can ask for assistance.  You can call 877-240-3540 or visit 
www.StateStreetIndirectFXClassSettlement.com for more information. 
 

5. Why is there a Class Settlement? 

The Court did not finally decide in favor of Plaintiffs or Defendants.  Instead, both sides agreed to a settlement.   Plaintiffs 
and Plaintiffs’ Counsel believe that the claims asserted in the Class Actions have merit. They recognize, however, the 
expense and length of continued proceedings necessary to pursue the claims through trial and appeals, as well as the 
difficulties in establishing liability.  They have considered the uncertain outcome and the risk of any litigation, especially 
in complex lawsuits like this one, as well as the unique risks here.  Defendants have raised a number of arguments and 
defenses (which they would raise at summary judgment and trial) that could limit or result in the dismissal of the claims 
and a reduction in any recovery.  In the absence of a Settlement, the Parties would present factual and expert testimony on 
such issues, and there is considerable risk that the Court or jury would resolve the inevitable “battle of the experts” against 
Plaintiffs and the Settlement Class. 

As stated above, the Class Settlement is the product of extensive arm’s-length negotiations between Plaintiffs’ Counsel 
and Defendants’ Counsel, all of whom are very experienced with respect to complex litigation of this type.  The Class 
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Settlement provides substantial benefits now as compared to the risk that a similar or smaller recovery would be achieved 
after trial and appeals, years in the future, or that no recovery would be achieved at all.  In light of the amount of the Class 
Settlement and the immediate recovery to the Settlement Class, Plaintiffs and Plaintiffs’ Counsel believe that the proposed 
Class Settlement is fair, reasonable and adequate, and in the best interests of the Settlement Class. 
    

6. What does the Class Settlement provide? 

In exchange for the Class Settlement and the release of the Released Class Claims (defined below) against the Released 
Defendant Parties (defined below), SSBT agreed to create a $300,000,000 cash fund. The $300,000,000, plus any interest 
that accrues on this amount, will be distributed to the Settlement Class after costs, expenses and fees are deducted, as 
described herein.  The Class Settlement provides for cash payments to Settlement Class Members who do not exclude 
themselves from the Settlement Class, as explained in the Plan of Allocation in Question 8 below.  

The description of the Class Settlement in this Notice is only a summary. The complete terms are set forth in the 
Settlement Agreement (including its exhibits), which may be obtained at the Class Settlement website, 
www.StateStreetIndirectFXClassSettlement.com, or Lead Counsel’s website, www.labaton.com. 

7. What am I giving up to get a payment and by staying in the Settlement Class? 

 
Unless you exclude yourself, you will stay in the Settlement Class, which means that upon the “Effective Date” of the 
Class Settlement, you will release all “Released Class Claims” (as defined below) against the “Released Defendant 
Parties” (as defined below) and be subject to a covenant not to sue and a permanent injunction against prosecuting 
Released Class Claims against Released Defendant Parties.   

“Released Class Claims” means any and all claims, demands, losses, costs, interest, penalties, fees, attorneys’ fees, 
expenses, rights, rights of recovery, causes of action, duties, obligations, judgments, actions, debts, sums of money, suits, 
contracts, agreements, promises, damages, and liabilities of every nature and description, including Unknown Claims, 
whether known or unknown, direct, representative, class, individual or indirect, asserted or unasserted, matured or 
unmatured, accrued or unaccrued, foreseen or unforeseen, disclosed or undisclosed, contingent or fixed or vested, accrued 
or not accrued, at law or equity, whether arising under federal, state, local, foreign, statutory, common, administrative or 
any other law, statute, rule or regulation that any Releasing Plaintiff: (i) asserted in the Class Actions; (ii) could have 
asserted in the Class Actions or any other action or in any forum, that arise from or out of, relate to, or are in connection 
with the claims, allegations, transactions, alleged or actual prohibited transactions or breaches of duty (including fiduciary 
duty), facts, events, acts, disclosures, matters or occurrences, statements, representations or omissions or failures to act 
involved, described, set forth, or referred to in the complaints filed in the Class Actions or that arise from or out of, relate 
to, or are in connection with Indirect FX Methods, Indirect FX Transactions/Trading, StreetFX Methods, StreetFX 
Transactions, or Rate Comparisons; and (iii) asserted or could assert that arise from or out of, relate to, or are in 
connection with the defense or settlement of the Class Actions, except for claims relating to enforcement of the 
Settlement. 

“Released Defendant Parties” means SSBT and Defendants; their past, present and future parents, subsidiaries, 
divisions, and affiliates; the respective past and present officers, directors, trustees, employees, agents, trustees, managers, 
servants, accountants, auditors, underwriters, financial and investment advisors, consultants, representatives, insurers, co-
insurers and reinsurers of each of them; and the heirs, successors and assigns of the foregoing. 

“Unknown Claims” means any and all Released Class Claims, which one or more Releasing Plaintiffs does not know or 
suspect to exist in his, her, or its favor at the time of the release of the Released Defendant Parties, and any Released 
Prosecution Claims that SSBT or any other Released Defendant Party does not know or suspect to exist in his, her, or its 
favor at the time of the release of the Released Plaintiff Parties, which if known to him, her, or it might have affected his, 
her, or its decision(s) with respect to the Class Settlement.  With respect to any and all Released Class Claims and 
Released Prosecution Claims, the Parties stipulate and agree that, upon the Effective Date, Plaintiffs and SSBT shall 
expressly, and each Releasing Plaintiff and SSBT shall be deemed to have, and by operation of the Judgment or any 
Alternative Judgment shall have, expressly waived and relinquished any and all provisions, rights, and benefits conferred 
by any law of any state or territory of the United States or any other jurisdiction, or principle of common law that is, or is 
similar, comparable, or equivalent to California Civil Code § 1542, which provides: 
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A general release does not extend to claims which the creditor does not know or suspect to exist in his or 
her favor at the time of executing the release, which if known by him or her must have materially affected 
his or her settlement with the debtor. 

Releasing Plaintiffs, SSBT, or the other Released Defendant Parties may hereafter discover facts, legal theories, or 
authorities in addition to or different from those which he, she, or it now knows or believes to be true with respect to the 
subject matter of the Released Class Claims and the Released Prosecution Claims, but Plaintiffs and SSBT shall expressly, 
fully, finally, and forever settle and release, and each other Releasing Plaintiff and each other Released Defendant Party 
shall be deemed to have settled and released, and upon the Effective Date and by operation of the Judgment or any 
Alternative Judgment shall have settled and released, fully, finally, and forever, any and all Released Class Claims and 
Released Prosecution Claims as applicable, without regard to the subsequent discovery or existence of such different or 
additional facts, legal theories, or authorities.  The Parties acknowledge, and each other Releasing Plaintiff and Released 
Defendant Party by operation of law shall be deemed to have acknowledged, that the inclusion of “Unknown Claims” in 
the definition of Released Class Claims and Released Prosecution Claims was separately bargained for and was a key and 
material element of the Class Settlement. 

The “Effective Date” will occur when, among other things, an Order by the Court approving the Class Settlement 
becomes Final and is not subject to appeal and when an Order by the Court approving the proposed Plan of Allocation 
becomes Final and is not subject to appeal, as set out more fully in the Settlement Agreement on file with the Court and 
available at www.StateStreetIndirectFXClassSettlement.com or www.labaton.com.  

If you remain a member of the Settlement Class, all of the Court’s orders about the Class Settlement in the Class Actions 
will apply to you and legally bind you. 

8. What will be my share of the Net Class Settlement Fund?  How can I get my portion of the recovery? 

 
At the Final Approval Hearing, Lead Counsel will request the Court approve the Plan of Allocation set forth below. The 
Plan of Allocation describes the manner by which the Net Class Settlement Fund will be allocated among Settlement 
Class Members.  Assuming you do not exclude yourself from the Settlement Class pursuant to Question 10 below, you do 
not need to take any further action to receive your portion of the recovery.  However, as explained on pages 10-11 below, 
if you represent a Group Trust, you must provide a certification in order to receive a portion of the ERISA Settlement 
Allocation, rather than a portion of the balance of the Net Class Settlement Fund. 

You are not responsible for calculating the amount you may be entitled to receive under the Class Settlement. This 
calculation will be done by the Claims Administrator as part of the implementation of the Class Settlement, and will be 
based on reasonably available information obtained from SSBT. You will be notified of your calculated recovery after the 
Class Settlement is approved and prior to Lead Counsel’s motion to the Court requesting approval of a distribution of the 
Class Settlement proceeds.   

PLAN OF ALLOCATION 

This Plan of Allocation describes steps that the Claims Administrator will take in order to allocate funds in connection 
with the Class Settlement, including determining distribution amounts.  The Court may approve this Plan of Allocation or 
modify it without additional notice to the Settlement Class.  Any order modifying the Plan of Allocation will be posted on 
the settlement website at: www.StateStreetIndirectFXClassSettlement.com and at www.labaton.com.  Distributions in the 
manner set forth herein will be deemed conclusive against all claimants.  Each Settlement Class Member is deemed to 
have submitted to the jurisdiction of the United States District Court for the District of Massachusetts with respect to his, 
her, or its recovery from the Class Settlement. 

Distributions to Authorized Claimants will be based on Recognized Claims (defined below).  It is important to understand 
that the Recognized Claims under this Plan of Allocation are not provable damages but rather are amounts derived from a 
fair and reasonable methodology (described below) to evaluate each Settlement Class Member’s relative stake in the Class 
Settlement. 

The defined terms used herein relate to this Plan of Allocation, and not necessarily to other agreements executed by SSBT 
or its affiliates with third parties, including governmental agencies, in connection with the Class Settlement.  Capitalized 
terms that are not otherwise defined herein have the same meaning as set forth in the Settlement Agreement. 
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A. THE ALLOCATION OF SETTLEMENT PROCEEDS 
 
The Net Class Settlement Fund, which shall consist of Three Hundred Million U.S. Dollars ($300,000,000.00), plus any 
accrued interest, minus all costs and expenses incurred with respect to the fund, including Taxes and Tax Expenses, 
Notice and Administration Expenses, attorneys’ fees, Litigation Expenses, and Service Awards paid from the Class 
Settlement Fund with the permission of the Court, will be distributed to eligible Settlement Class Members. 

After approval by the Court of the Class Settlement, the Class Settlement Fund shall be allocated as set forth below for the 
benefit of Settlement Class Members. 

The ERISA Settlement Allocation (which shall be the source of distributions to ERISA Plans and certain Group Trusts, as 
set forth below) shall be at least Sixty Million Dollars ($60,000,000.00) of the Class Settlement Fund (twenty percent of 
the Class Settlement Fund), plus twenty percent (20%) of any interest accrued on the Class Settlement Fund, minus 
twenty percent (20%) of any Taxes and Tax Expenses, Notice and Administration Expenses, Service Awards, and 
Litigation Expenses, and minus attorneys’ fees, if awarded by the Court, in an amount not to exceed Ten Million Nine 
Hundred Thousand Dollars ($10,900,000.00). 

The remainder of attorneys’ fees will be paid out from the RIC Settlement Allocation and the Public and Other Settlement 
Allocation (both defined below).  Because no more than $10,900,000 in fees can be paid out from the ERISA Settlement 
Allocation, if the Court awards fees at an overall percentage rate of more than 18.17%, then the RIC Settlement 
Allocation and the Public and Other Settlement Allocation will bear fees at a higher percentage rate than the ERISA 
Settlement Allocation.  For example, if the Court awards the total amount of fees that Lead Counsel intends to request, the 
RIC Settlement Allocation and the Public and Other Settlement Allocation will each bear fees at a higher percentage rate 
(26.52%) than the ERISA Settlement Allocation (18.17%).  If the Court awards fees at an overall percentage rate of 
18.17% or less, the three Settlement Allocations (ERISA, RIC, and Public and Other) will each bear fees at the same 
percentage rate. 

The ERISA Settlement Allocation was negotiated directly among Lead Counsel, ERISA Counsel, and representatives of 
the DOL.  The ERISA Settlement Allocation, even without the $10,900,000 cap on attorneys’ fees described above, 
provides a premium per dollar of Indirect FX Trading Volume for ERISA Plans and eligible Group Trusts in comparison 
to the allocations to other Settlement Class Members.  The precise size of the premium is not known at this time because 
the amount of ERISA assets within Group Trusts is currently undetermined, as is the amount of attorneys’ fees the Court 
may award.  The premium recognizes the relative strength of the fiduciary duty and other claims available to ERISA Plans 
and eligible Group Trusts under the federal ERISA laws, as ERISA Counsel and the DOL have contended and as 
described in Question 2 above.  The $10,900,000 cap on attorneys’ fees was agreed-to by Lead Counsel and ERISA 
Counsel separately with the DOL after the Class Settlement Amount was agreed-to by the Parties.  The ERISA Settlement 
Allocation of $60,000,000 and the $10,900,000 cap on attorneys’ fees were final, essential conditions for the DOL’s 
support of the Settlement and the conclusion of its own investigation of SSBT.  These conditions must be met for the 
Settlement to be concluded. 

The balance of the Class Settlement Fund will be allocated in proportion to the Indirect FX Trading Volume of class 
members that are not ERISA Plans or eligible Group Trusts (as explained below), specifically to class members that are 
Registered Investment Companies (“RICs”) and class members that are non-ERISA public pension funds, private entities, 
and other customers (“Public and Other”).   

After allocation of the ERISA Settlement Allocation, based on information supplied by SSBT, the “RIC Settlement 
Allocation” will be approximately $142,000,000, on a gross basis before the addition of a proportional amount of any 
accrued interest and the deduction of proportional attorneys’ fees, Litigation Expenses, Service Awards, Notice and 
Administration Expenses, Taxes and Tax Expenses, and the “Public and Other Settlement Allocation” will be 
approximately $98,000,000, on a gross basis before interest and the deductions above.  These allocations will be adjusted 
to the extent Indirect FX Trading Volume of Group Trusts is applied to the ERISA Settlement Allocation, as described 
below.   

The Parties have relied on Indirect FX Trading Volume information provided by State Street to develop this Plan of 
Allocation.  The ERISA Settlement Allocation and payment of the Registered Investment Company Minimum 
Distribution are essential conditions of the Class Settlement, which may be terminated by the Settling Defendant if the 
minimum allocations set forth in this Plan are not made.  The amount of the ERISA Settlement Allocation has been set 
based on the Indirect FX Trading Volume information provided, including information concerning the total amount of 
Indirect FX Trading Volume executed during the Class Period by ERISA Plans and Group Trusts.  As part of the 
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settlement administration process described below, the Claims Administrator will request information from Group Trusts 
concerning their ERISA Volume (explained below) during the Class Period.    
 
In light of the fact that the amount of ERISA assets within Group Trusts is currently undetermined, the Parties, with input 
from the DOL, have agreed that the Plan of Allocation will be modified in the event that the total amount of Group Trusts’ 
ERISA Volume is in excess of 2/3 of the total amount of Group Trusts’ Indirect FX Trading Volume, as reported by State 
Street on July 25, 2016.   In that event, the Claims Administrator will use the Indirect FX Trading Volume equal to such 
excess volume to calculate the net payment amount that would be due with respect to such volume if paid from the Public 
and Other Settlement Allocation, and will transfer half of that amount to the ERISA Settlement Allocation from each of 
the RIC Settlement Allocation and the Public and Other Settlement Allocation.  (Accordingly, no such modification will 
be made if actual Group Trusts’ ERISA Volume is 2/3 or less of the reported Group Trusts’ Indirect FX Trading Volume.) 
 
In the event that the actual total percentage of Indirect FX Trading Volume executed by ERISA Plans and Group Trust 
exceeds 15.25% of the overall Indirect FX Trading Volume for the Settlement as reported on July 25, 2016, the Claims 
Administrator will provide notice of the total such percentage to Plaintiffs’ Counsel, State Street, and the DOL, and 
Plaintiffs’ Counsel may apply to the Court for modification of this Plan of Allocation, without further notice to the 
Settlement Class.  If the DOL wishes to be heard by the Court on a modification of the Plan of Allocation for this reason, 
regardless of whether Plaintiffs’ Counsel seeks modification, neither State Street nor Plaintiffs’ Counsel will object to the 
DOL’s standing to do so.   
 
B. ALLOCATION AMONG SETTLEMENT CLASS MEMBERS 
 
For each Settlement Class Member, the Claims Administrator shall determine that Settlement Class Member’s Indirect FX 
Trading Volume(s) (in U.S. Dollars) during the Class Period, calculate that Settlement Class Member’s Recognized 
Claim, and use those calculations to distribute the Settlement Allocations as set forth herein.  

To facilitate this procedure, SSBT has provided the Claims Administrator with: (i) the total Indirect FX Trading Volume 
(in U.S. Dollars) for each Settlement Class Member during the Class Period; (ii) information concerning whether each 
Settlement Class Member was an ERISA Plan during the Class Period; (iii) information concerning whether each 
Settlement Class Member was a Registered Investment Company during the Class Period; and (iv) information 
concerning whether each Settlement Class Member was a group trust that is exempt from tax pursuant to Internal Revenue 
Service Revenue Ruling 81-100 (“Group Trust”) during the Class Period. 

1. Determination of Indirect FX Trading Volumes 
 
The Claims Administrator shall divide each Settlement Class Member’s total Indirect FX Trading Volume (in U.S. 
Dollars) during the Class Period into three parts:  (i) Registered Investment Company Indirect FX Trading Volume (in 
U.S. Dollars) during the Class Period (“RIC Volume”); (ii) ERISA Plan Indirect FX Trading Volume (in U.S. Dollars) 
during the Class Period (“ERISA Volume”); and (iii) their remaining Indirect FX Trading Volume (in U.S. Dollars) 
during the Class Period (“Public and Other Volume”).  The division shall be determined as follows.   

  a) Registered Investment Company Settlement Class Members 
 

For each Settlement Class Member that, based on the records supplied by SSBT, was a Registered Investment Company 
during the Class Period, the RIC Volume shall equal that Settlement Class Member’s total Indirect FX Trading Volume 
during the Class Period.  The Settlement Class Member’s ERISA Volume and Public and Other Volume shall be zero. 

  b)  ERISA Plan Settlement Class Members 
 

For each Settlement Class Member that, based on the records supplied by SSBT, was solely an ERISA Plan (not including 
Group Trusts) during the Class Period, the ERISA Volume shall equal that Settlement Class Member’s total Indirect FX 
Trading Volume during the Class Period.  The Settlement Class Member’s RIC Volume and Public and Other Volume 
shall be zero.  

c)   Group Trust Settlement Class Members 
 

SSBT has notified Plaintiffs’ Counsel that fifty-five (55) Settlement Class Members represent Group Trusts.  For each 
such Settlement Class Member identified as a Group Trust, a letter concerning the Settlement Class Member’s 
identification as a Group Trust accompanies this Notice.  The Indirect FX Trading Volume during the Class Period (in 
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U.S. Dollars) for Settlement Class Members that are Group Trusts will be categorized pursuant to the following 
requirements in this subsection. 

Each Group Trust shall provide the Claims Administrator with a certification that reports the average proportion of the 
Group Trust’s SSBT custodied assets that were held by an ERISA Plan or Plans during the Class Period and/or the 
average volume of Indirect FX Trades made by the ERISA Plan(s) during the Class Period, and identifies by name each 
ERISA Plan within the Group Trust.  If a Group Trust does not have the foregoing information for each year of the Class 
Period, but has a reasonable belief that ERISA assets were held by the Group Trust during those years, the years for which 
data is available should be reported and the results will be averaged by applying the average proportion of the years with 
known ERISA assets and/or Indirect FX Trading Volume to the years with unknown ERISA assets and/or Indirect FX 
Trading Volume. 

The certification must be signed by a plan fiduciary or administrator and state that he, she, or it certifies that the 
information contained within the certification is accurate based on reasonably available information.  The certification 
must be mailed or delivered so that it is postmarked or received no later than December 20, 2016, to: 

State Street Indirect FX Trading Class Action 
Claims Administrator 

c/o A.B. Data, Ltd. 
P.O. Box 173000 

Milwaukee, WI 53217 
 

Upon request from the Claims Administrator, a Group Trust must promptly provide sufficient information to explain and 
confirm the certification in order to remain eligible for a share of the ERISA Settlement Allocation as set forth herein. 

Using the information provided through the certification process, a Group Trust’s ERISA Volume shall equal the volume 
of Indirect FX Trades made by the ERISA Plan(s) in the Group Trust or, if the information concerning the volume of 
Indirect FX Trades is insufficient, the proportion of assets that were held by the ERISA Plan(s) in a particular Group 
Trust.  Any Indirect FX Trading Volume of a Group Trust that is not categorized by the Claims Administrator as ERISA 
Volume shall be categorized as Public and Other Volume.  In all instances, the RIC Volume of a Settlement Class 
Member that is a Group Trust shall be zero.   

If a Group Trust does not provide a certification by December 20, 2016, it shall be treated for purposes of an allocation as 
if it held no ERISA Plan assets and it shall not be entitled to a recovery from the ERISA Settlement Allocation.  Instead, 
its Public and Other Volume shall equal that Settlement Class Member’s total Indirect FX Trading Volume during the 
Class Period.  In that instance, the Settlement Class Member’s RIC Volume and ERISA Volume shall be zero. 

However, in instances where a Group Trust is known by the Parties to have ERISA assets based on previous consultations 
with the U.S. Department of Labor, but a certification is not submitted or the Group Trust does not provide a certification 
by December 20, 2016, then the trust’s ERISA Volume may be calculated utilizing a methodology at Plaintiffs’ Counsel’s 
discretion based on discussions with the U.S. Department of Labor or with the Group Trust in response to any informal 
inquiry from the Claims Administrator or Plaintiffs’ Counsel.  

Group Trust Settlement Class Members who claim and receive distributions from the ERISA Settlement Allocation must 
distribute the ERISA Settlement Allocation only to the ERISA Plans identified in the certification submitted to the Claims 
Administrator and in the same proportion as set forth in the certification.  Such distributions are subject to confirmation by 
the U.S. Department of Labor and/or Plaintiffs’ Counsel. 

d) Public and Other Settlement Class Members 
 

For each Settlement Class Member that, based on the records supplied by SSBT, was not an ERISA Plan, Group Trust, or 
Registered Investment Company during the Class Period, the Public and Other Volume shall equal that Settlement Class 
Member’s total Indirect FX Trading Volume during the Class Period.  The Settlement Class Member’s ERISA Volume 
and RIC Volume shall be zero. 

2. Methodology for Calculation of Recognized Claims  
 

After calculating the ERISA Volume, RIC Volume, and Public and Other Volume for each Settlement Class Member, the 
Claims Administrator will sum the ERISA Volumes for the Settlement Class in order to derive the classwide ERISA 
Volume, will sum the RIC Volume for the Settlement Class, in order to derive the classwide RIC Volume, and will sum 
the Public and Other Volume for the Settlement Class, in order to derive the classwide Public and Other Volume. 
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A Settlement Class Member’s ERISA Recognized Claim equals that class member’s ERISA Volume, divided by the 
classwide ERISA Volume, multiplied by the amount of the ERISA Settlement Allocation.  The result of these calculations 
will be that a Settlement Class Member having no ERISA Volume will have an ERISA Recognized Claim of zero. 

A Settlement Class Member’s RIC Recognized Claim equals that class member’s RIC Volume, divided by the classwide 
RIC Volume, multiplied by the amount of the RIC Settlement Allocation.  The result of these calculations will be that a 
Settlement Class Member having no RIC Volume will have a RIC Recognized Claim of zero. 

A Settlement Class Member’s Public and Other Recognized Claim equals that class member’s Public and Other Volume, 
divided by the classwide Public and Other Volume, multiplied by the amount of the Public and Other Settlement 
Allocation.  The result of these calculations will be that a Settlement Class Member having no Public and Other Volume 
will have a Public and Other Recognized Claim of zero. 

Settlement Class Members shall receive distributions from the ERISA Settlement Allocation on a pro rata basis based on 
their ERISA Recognized Claim amounts, distributions from the RIC Settlement Allocation on a pro rata basis based on 
their RIC Recognized Claim amounts, and distributions from the Public and Other Settlement Allocation on a pro rata 
basis based on their Public and Other Recognized Claim amounts.  

A Settlement Class Member’s total Recognized Claim equals the sum of that Settlement Class member’s ERISA 
Recognized Claim, RIC Recognized Claim, and/or Public and Other Recognized Claim.    

C. DISTRIBUTION OF NET CLASS SETTLEMENT FUND 
 
Prior to the Effective Date, the Net Class Settlement Fund shall remain in an interest-bearing escrow account, except as 
otherwise provided in the Settlement Agreement.  After the Class Settlement reaches its Effective Date, distributions to 
eligible Settlement Class Members will be made after Settlement Class Members have been notified of their ERISA 
Recognized Claim, RIC Recognized Claim, and Public and Other Recognized Claim amounts, and the Court has approved 
the Claims Administrator’s determinations.   

The Parties will use best efforts to seek Court approval to authorize an initial distribution of the Net Class Settlement 
Fund, including the RIC Settlement Allocation, within one year following the Effective Date of the Class Settlement.  If a 
judgment is entered in the Class Action approving the Class Settlement, but an appeal is taken relating solely to approval 
of the requested attorneys’ fees, Litigation Expenses, and/or Service Awards, Plaintiffs’ Counsel will, subject to Court 
approval, proceed with an initial distribution of the Net Class Settlement Fund, including the RIC Settlement Allocation. 

The Net Class Settlement Fund will be allocated among Class Members whose pro-rated distributions would be $10.00 or 
greater, given the fees and expenses associated with printing and mailing payments.  If the prorated distribution to any 
Authorized Claimant calculates to less than $10.00, it will not be included in the calculation and no distribution will be 
made to that Authorized Claimant. 

Defendants, their counsel, and all other Released Defendant Parties will have no liability whatsoever for the investment of 
the Class Settlement Fund, the distribution, or the payment of any claim consistent with the Settlement Agreement and the 
Court-approved Plan of Allocation.  Plaintiffs and Plaintiffs’ Counsel likewise will have no liability for their reasonable 
efforts to execute, administer, and distribute funds consistent with the Settlement Agreement and the Court-approved Plan 
of Allocation. 

After initial distribution(s) of the Net Class Settlement Fund, if there is any balance remaining (whether by reason of tax 
refunds, uncashed checks or otherwise) after at least six (6) months from the date of prior distribution of the Net Class 
Settlement Fund, Lead Counsel shall, if feasible and economical, redistribute such balance among Authorized Claimants 
who have cashed their checks in an equitable and economic fashion until it is no longer economically feasible to do so.  
Any balance that still remains in the Net Class Settlement Fund after redistribution(s) that is not feasible or economical to 
reallocate, after payment of Notice and Administration Expenses, Taxes and Tax Expenses, and any other fees and costs 
approved by the Court, shall be contributed to one or more nonsectarian, not-for-profit, 501(c)(3) organizations serving 
the public interest approved by the Court.    

9. When will I receive a payment? 

Payment is conditioned on several matters, including the Court’s approval of the Class Settlement (and the Judgment 
becoming Final), approval of the proposed Plan of Allocation (and that order becoming Final), approval of a distribution, 
and the DOL, and DOJ Settlements becoming final according to their terms.  (They do not require court approval.)  It is 
anticipated that at least a partial distribution will be made within one year of the Effective Date of the Class Settlement. 
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However, a full distribution could take more than a year.  Interest accrued on the Class Settlement Fund will be included 
in the amount allocated and paid to Settlement Class Members. 

The Class Settlement may be terminated on several grounds, including if the Court does not approve the Class Settlement 
or the proposed Plan of Allocation. If the Class Settlement is terminated, there will be no distribution and the Class 
Actions will proceed as if the Class Settlement had not been reached. 

10. Can I exclude myself from the Settlement Class? 

If you do not want a payment from this Class Settlement, but you want to keep any right you may have to sue or continue 
to sue the Defendants and other Released Defendant Parties on your own about the Released Class Claims, then you must 
take steps to exclude yourself from the Settlement Class.  This is called “opting out” of the class. Please note: SSBT may 
withdraw from and terminate the Class Settlement if Settlement Class Members who have a certain amount of Indirect FX 
Transactions exclude themselves from the Settlement Class, or a certain number of Settlement Class Members request 
exclusion. 

To exclude yourself from the Settlement Class, you must send a signed letter by mail stating that you request to be 
“excluded from the Settlement Class in the State Street Indirect FX Trading Class Action, No. 11-CV-10230 (D. Mass.).”  
Your letter must include the following information: (i) the name of the Person that entered into one or more custody or 
trust agreements with SSBT and is requesting exclusion; (ii) the Person’s address; (iii) the Person’s telephone number; 
(iv) the Person’s e-mail address; (v) the approximate date(s) of the agreement(s) referenced in (i) above; (vi) the SSBT 
entity that was the counterparty to the agreement(s) referenced in (i) above; (vii) a list of all current and former accounts, 
including both the name and account number of such accounts, that held foreign (non-U.S.) assets and were related to the 
agreement(s) referenced in (i) above; and (viii) identification (including by case name, court name, and docket number) of 
all legal actions and claims (if any) that the Person requesting exclusion has brought against any of the Defendants 
relating to Indirect FX. 
 

You must mail your exclusion request so that it is received no later than October 7, 2016, to: 
 

State Street Indirect FX Trading Class Action 
Claims Administrator 

c/o A.B. Data, Ltd. 
P.O. Box 173000 

Milwaukee, WI 53217 

You cannot exclude yourself by telephone or by e-mail.  Your exclusion request must comply with these requirements in 
order to be valid, provided, however, that a request for exclusion shall not be invalid for failing to include the foregoing 
(i) - (vii) if SSBT determines it has sufficient information to determine that such Person is a Settlement Class Member and 
provides that information promptly to Lead Counsel.  

If you request to be excluded in accordance with these requirements, you will not get any payment from the Net Class 
Settlement Fund, and you cannot object to the Class Settlement.  However, you will not be legally bound by anything that 
happens in the Class Actions, and you may be able to sue Defendants and the other Released Defendant Parties in the 
future.   

11. Do I have a lawyer in this case? How will the lawyers be paid? 

Labaton Sucharow LLP has been appointed Lead Counsel for the Settlement Class.  Lead Counsel, on behalf of ERISA 
Counsel and Customer Counsel, will apply to the Court for an award of attorneys’ fees and payment of Litigation 
Expenses incurred during the prosecution and resolution of the Class Actions. The application for attorneys’ fees will not 
exceed $74,541,250 (plus any accrued interest), which represents 25% of the $300,000,000 Class Settlement Fund, after 
first deducting Court-awarded Litigation Expenses (that will not exceed $1,750,000.00) and Court-awarded Service 
Awards for the seven Plaintiffs (that will not exceed $85,000.00 in the aggregate).  You will not be charged directly by 
Plaintiffs’ counsel.  However, if you want to be represented by your own lawyer, you may hire one at your own expense. 

The written applications for attorneys’ fees, Litigation Expenses, and Service Awards of Plaintiffs will be filed with the 
Court by September 15, 2016, and the Court will consider these applications at the Final Approval Hearing. A copy of the 
applications will be available at www.StateStreetIndirectFXClassSettlement.com and www.labaton.com or by requesting 
a copy from Lead Counsel.   
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To date, none of the Plaintiffs’ attorneys have received any payment for their services in prosecuting the Class Actions on 
behalf of the Settlement Class, nor have counsel been paid for their substantial expenses incurred in connection with 
litigating the Class Actions. The fee requested by Lead Counsel, on behalf of ERISA Counsel and Customer Counsel, 
would compensate counsel for their efforts in achieving the Class Settlement for the benefit of the Settlement Class and 
for their risk in undertaking this representation on a contingency basis. The Court will determine the actual amounts of 
any awards. 

By following the procedures described in the answer to Question 12 below, you can tell the Court if you do not agree with 
the fees and expenses the attorneys and Plaintiffs intend to seek. 

OBJECTIONS 

12. How do I tell the Court if I do not like the Class Settlement, the Plan of Allocation, or something about the 
requests for attorneys’ fees and expenses? 

Any Settlement Class Member may appear at the Final Approval Hearing and explain why it thinks the Class Settlement 
should not be approved as fair, reasonable and adequate, why a judgment should not be entered, why the proposed Plan of 
Allocation should not be approved, why the attorneys’ fees and expenses of Plaintiffs’ counsel should not be awarded, in 
whole or in part, or why Plaintiffs should not be awarded Service Awards, in whole or in part. However, no Settlement 
Class Member shall be heard or entitled to contest these matters unless such Settlement Class Member has filed a written 
objection with the Court and served it on counsel. 

To object, you must send a written statement saying that you object to the Class Settlement, the Plan of Allocation, the 
attorneys’ fee request, expenses, and/or the Service Awards in State Street Indirect FX Trading Class Action, No. 11-CV-
10230 (D. Mass.).  Be sure to include your name, address, telephone number, e-mail address, signature, and a full 
explanation of all reasons why you object. You must also include the following information in order to confirm your 
membership in the Settlement Class: (i) the name of the Person that entered into one or more custody or trust agreements 
with SSBT and is objecting; (ii) the approximate date(s) of the agreement(s) referenced in (i) above; (iii) the SSBT entity 
that was the counterparty to the agreement(s) referenced in (i) above; (iv) a list of all current and former accounts, 
including both the name and account number of such accounts, that held foreign (non-U.S.) assets and were related to the 
agreement(s) referenced in (i) above. 
 
If you cannot provide any of the information required under (i) - (iv), you may still object if you provide a written 
statement certifying that have undertaken best efforts to provide the missing information and your membership in the 
Settlement Class can otherwise be confirmed by the Parties. 

Your written objection must be filed with the Court, and received by counsel listed below by no later than  
October 7, 2016:  

File with the Clerk of the Court: 

Clerk of the Court 
United States District Court for the District of Massachusetts 

John Joseph Moakley United States Courthouse 
1 Courthouse Way 

Boston, Massachusetts 02210 
 

Serve copies of all such papers by mail to each of the following: 
 

Lead Counsel Defendants’ Counsel 
 

Lawrence A. Sucharow, Esq. 
Labaton Sucharow LLP 

140 Broadway 
New York, NY 10005 

 

 
William H. Paine, Esq. 

Wilmer Cutler Pickering Hale and Dorr LLP 
60 State Street 

Boston, MA 02109 

 
Unless otherwise ordered by the Court, any Settlement Class Member who does not object in the manner described above 
will be deemed to have waived any objection and shall be forever foreclosed from making any objection to the proposed 
Class Settlement and the applications for attorneys’ fees, Litigation Expenses, and any Service Awards. 
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COURT’S FINAL APPROVAL HEARING 

13. When and where will the Court decide whether to approve the Class Settlement? 

The Court will hold a Final Approval Hearing at 2:00 p.m. on November 2, 2016, before the Hon. Mark L. Wolf, at the 
United States District Court for the District of Massachusetts, John Joseph Moakley United States Courthouse, Courtroom 
10, 1 Courthouse Way, Boston, Massachusetts 02210. 

At the hearing, the Court will consider whether the Class Settlement is fair, reasonable and adequate. The Court will also 
consider any motions for attorneys’ fees, expenses of Plaintiffs and Plaintiffs’ Counsel, and Service Awards for Plaintiffs, 
as well as for approval of the proposed Plan of Allocation. If there are timely and valid objections, the Court will consider 
them. We do not know how long decisions on the motions will take. 

14. Do I have to come to the hearing? 

Lead Counsel will answer any questions that the Court may have about the Class Settlement and related relief at the Final 
Approval Hearing. You are not required to attend but are welcome to come at your own expense. If you send an objection, 
you do not have to come to Court to discuss it. As long as you filed your written objection on time, it will be before the 
Court when the Court considers whether to approve the Class Settlement, the Plan of Allocation, and/or the fee and 
expense requests. You may also have your own lawyer attend the Final Approval Hearing at your expense, but such 
attendance is not mandatory. 

15. May I speak at the hearing? 

If you are a Settlement Class Member and you have filed a timely objection, if you wish to speak, present evidence or 
present testimony at the Final Approval Hearing, you must state in your objection your intention to appear, and must 
identify any witnesses you intend to call or evidence you intend to present. 

The Final Approval Hearing may be rescheduled by the Court without further notice to the Settlement Class. If you wish 
to attend the Final Approval Hearing, you should confirm the date and time with Lead Counsel. 

IF YOU DO NOTHING 

16. What happens if I do nothing at all? 

If you do nothing and the Class Settlement is approved, you will be bound by the terms of the Class Settlement, will be 
deemed to have released all Released Class Claims against all of the Released Defendant Parties, and will receive your 
pro rata payment as described in Questions 7 and 8 above. 

GETTING MORE INFORMATION 

17. How do I get more information? 

This Notice summarizes the proposed Class Settlement. Full details of the Class Settlement are set forth in the Settlement 
Agreement. Copies of the Settlement Agreement, as well as other litigation and settlement-related documents, may also be 
viewed at www.StateStreetIndirectFXClassSettlement.com and www.labaton.com. 

You may also contact Lead Counsel at the contact information listed above, or the Claims Administrator toll-free at  
877-240-3540. 
 
 
Dated: August 22, 2016  BY ORDER OF THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

FOR THE DISTRICT OF MASSACHUSETTS  


